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It has been shown that in the problem of motion of a rigid body about a 

fixed point under the action of a Newtonian field of force the fourth 

algebraic integral exists only in the case analogous to Euler’s case in 

the problem of motion of a rigid body about a fixed point in a homo- 

geneous gravity field and in the case analogous to that of Lagrange. 

1. As is well known [II, the approximate equations of motion of a 

rigid body about a fixed point under the action of a central Newtonian 

field of force 

dP 
A dt f (C - B) gr = yo’ y” - zo’y’ -t- 3, (C - B) y’y”, 

dy 
5 -_ ry’- ‘Iy” 

13 2 + (A - C) pr .= zo’y - 5o’y” -t cz (A - C) y”y, 
dy’ 
;TI = py” - ry (1.1) 

c~+(B-A)p*=*,‘y’-~?r,‘Y+a(B--)yy’, 
dy” 
z = 4Y - PY’ 

( 

3,6 
Q’ = Mgro, yo’ = Mgyo, zo’ = Algzo, a = - 

H ) 

have three first independent algebraic integrals: the kinetic energy 

integral, the integral of areas, and the trivial integral 

Ap2 _+ BgZ + Cr2 __ 2 (xO’y _+_ y,‘T’ -:- ZO’*cn) ..I Z (,-ly? + By’? + 0~““) -_ -onst 
(1.2) 

Apy 1. Byv + Cry” = const, .(? + ;‘? ” 

The system of equations (1.1) does not contain 

besides it has the last Jacobi’s multiplier equal 
the time t explicitly, 

to unity; therefore, 
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the existence of the fourth integral, which has 
braic, for the system (1.1) 

turned out to be alge- 

,42p2 + Bsy? f- CT - a (BCy2 + Xy’z + AByn2j := const for x0’ ;- yd _-1 20’ Z 0 

r = const for A =I BY x0'= yo' --= 0 

in these two cases allows the problem to be reduced to quadratures. The 
quest ion arises, in which other cases is the existence of the fourth 
algebraic integral possible. It is clear, that the condition proved in 
[21, that the ellipsoid of inertia has to be an ellipsoid of rotation, 
is the necessary but not the sufficient condition for the existence of 
the new fourth algebraic integral. 

Let us show that for A = B and a f 0 the fourth algebraic integral is 
possible only if x,,’ =ye’ = 0, which is an analogue of Lagrange’s case 
in the classical problem of motion of a heavy rigid body about a fixed 
point. 

2. Let us introduce new variables yl, ~2, zl, t2 in place of p, q, 

Yo Y’ 
.-. 

~1 = P + iq, YS = P - ig, 21 = 7 + if, se L- 7 - if (i = v-- I) 

and, replacing t by -it, let us rewrite the system (1.1) (assuming, of 
course, that A = B and y,,’ = 0) in the form 

A 2 = -- (n - C) ryr + za’zr - Q’T” + a (A - C) T”zl 

&/a 
/$-=(A - C) rya - z{zz + I~T” -- a (A - C) 7”zz 

(2.1) 

2c 2 - 54 (z2 - zl), 

dzz 
dt T= r-r-y&, 

dy” 
2 x = yzz1- YlT? 

This system has the following first integrals 

Ay~yz + CrZ -- x0' (a -j- z2) -- 220’7” - a (A - C) ~“2 = const (2.2) 
A (yizz + zry~) + 2CrTr - con&, ZlZ.2 + T r,a = con&. 

Now we introduce an arbitrary parameter A by means of the substitu- 

tion of A’yl, hy2, Ar, h3z1, h2z2, h3y”, t/h in place of yl, y2, r, zl, 
,, 

“2’ Y v t; then the system (2.1) and its first integrals (2.2) are re- 
written in the form 

A x = - (A -C) ryl + zo’zl - zo’TU + k*a (A - C) T”z1 

dya A-&= (A - C) ry2 - zO’za + ko’T” - Va (A - C) T’za (2.3) 
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dr dzl dza dy ” 
2C;iS=ro’(z2-~hzl), dt=-rz'+hy,y", ~=‘““-+hY”, 2dt=Yszl-Ylzl 

where hl, h2, h3 are certain arbitrary constants. 

Considering the system of equations, obtained from the system (2.3) 

with a = 0, Husson [31 has proved, that in the problem of motion of a 

solid about a fixed point in a homogeneous gravity field, in the case 

when the ellipsoid of inertia with respect to the fixed point is an 

ellipsoid of rotation, the fourth algebraic integral may exist only in 

the cases of Lagrange (.A = R, x0’ = YO’ = 0) and Kowalewski (A = R = 2C, 

YO’ = z. ’ = 0). The proof was carried out by using the first three terms 

of the expansion of the general integral of the obtained system of equa- 

tions into a power series with respect to the parameter h which was 

assumed to be small. Here, it was taken into consideration that the 

right-hand sides of the obtained system of equations and its first inte- 

grals are polynomials with respect to yl, Y2, r, zl, z2, y” and h. 

Since the first three terms of the expansion of the general integral 

of the system (2.3) into a power series with respect to a small para- 

meter h do not depend on a, and the right-hand sides of the system (2.3) 

as well as the relations (2.4) also are polynomials with respect to 

Yl’ YZ’ rr il, “2, y’: h, the Husson’s result must be looked upon as the 

necessary condition for the existence of the new fourth integral of the 

problem under consideration. 

3. Now let us find the necessary and sufficient conditions for the 

existence of the new fourth algebraic integral by showing that the 

system of equations (2.1). rewritten for the case A = B = 2C, yo’ = 

‘0 ’ = 0 in the form 

2 x = - ryl- cy” + ry”zl, 
dr/:! 

3 it- = ry:! + cy” -- yysz2! 
tlr 

2 ;Ti = c (Q - II) 

dzl 
= wf - rzl, 

d;,, d_< 1’ 

-z ;T = r::! - y,y”, 3 -1.. _ 
- dt -- ysrl - ?J,-’ (3.1) 

has only three first algebraic integrals 

Replacing in the system (3.1) the quantities 
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where h is an arbitrary parameter. we obtain the system of equations 

dyl 
2-&- = - ry1 -CT" + ar"zl, 

de 
2-&-=‘ya - dT”ZZ -k hey” 

dr 
2 z = c (z2 - AZ,), 

d.% 
dt = rz2 - hy2Y”, &" 

2 x = y2zt - Yiza 

(3.3) 

which is satisfied by the first algebraic integrals 

r2 - cza + h (2yly2 - czI - cry”?) = hl 
(3.4) 

2/l%! + ZlYZ -I- w = h2, 21~2 + h~"~ = ks 

Here hl, kz, kj are certain arbitrary constants, which are such func- 
tions of h. that for A = 1 the integrals (3.4) become the integrals 
(1.2) rewritten for this case. It follows from Husson’s paper [31 that 
if the system (3.1) has the fourth algebraic integral, then the system 

ffYz= rya - cq”z2 + kc-f 

dr c (22 - hzl) ’ 
dy” = y2 21- Ylza 
dr c (22 - h.Zl) 

(3.5) 

in which the quantities ~1, zI, z2 have been replaced from (3.4). has 
an algebraic integral 

P (kl, hz, hs, y2, r”, r) = CGIHt 

This integral can be expanded into a power series with respect to 
powers of Al/p (p is an integer) in the neighborhood of the point h = 0 

F, (n, r”, r) + 3.“* FS (y2, r”, r) + . . . + hFp (y2, r”, r) + . . . = eon& (3.6) 

with coefficients which are algebraic functions of all of their argu- 

ments. 

In this expansion F. necessarily depends upon at least one of the 
quantities y2 or y’: Besides. for h sufficiently small, the general 
solution y*(r) and y*@(r) of the system (3.5) can be expanded into series 
t&l of integral powers of the parameter h 

7” = r,(O) + 3”# + , . ., y2 = y*(O) + hy2(‘) + . . . (3.7) 

Here the coefficients y,(O), ygfO), y,‘“, ~2(” will be determined 
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from the equations 

dl,,f~’ : 3 _._I_ {ry2(0) - zy3(n),2(o)), dYP’ _ 1 
dr ,sp dr 

_ {yz(o)zl(o) _ yl(“)z2@‘) 
czp 

(3.8) 

dr,.$l) 1 LZ_ 
rir c;z(“’ 

K/*(1’ - OI (y3(0)@ + z.P’T3(q + q,(O) - 

’ -- 
#’ 

(ZJ’) - zl(l)) (‘yz(o) - 5^(3(o)$q 

(3.9) 

dyP’ I -- = _ 
dr czl(0) 

yz(o)L,(” _,_ qwyz(‘) _ yIvJ)zz(l) _ z2(o)yl(l) _ 

1 -- 
&JO’ 

@(‘) - ,,(O) ) (yz(o):l(Q) - y~(o)z,(~)) 

The expansions of the functions 

y, = yl’O! + &(‘) + . .( ;I = q(O) -i- i”z* (‘) -i_ .,;2.=22 , (0) 1 j&(l) + . . (3.10) 

together with the expansion (3.7) must satisfy [51 the system (3.4). 

The substitution of the expansion (3.7) into the formula (3.6) gives 

Fo b2’“‘, Ys(O), r) f A1’p Fl (y2’O), ysfo), r) + . _t- A 
r 
1 

y2 (1’ aF, (!/?(“‘, y3(O’, r) I 

+p;- ’ 

.+ y3(i) dFo (Yz’~‘, 73(O), r) --- 
C3y3’O’ 

+ F, (YZ(", y3(‘), r) 
1 

+. . -LA? (. .)-t = const 

Due to this relation, the first integrals of the systems (3.8) and 

(3.3), which must exist in tbis case, can be represented in the follow- 

ing form, respectively 

Fo (YZ(‘), ye, r) = const (3.11) 

yzm aFo (do), Y&O), r) 

&Jp 

+ Yam aF, bfo', Ya(O), r) 

dQ) 
-t F, (YZ(" , ;&‘),r)-=const (3.12) 

where the left-hand side of the expression (3.11) will necessarily de- 

pend upon at least one of the variables y*(O) or y,(O). 

4. To prove the statement made in Section 3 it is sufficient to de- 

monstrate that the system (3.3) has a solution for which it is impossible 

to find the fourth algebraic integral. Let us consider the particular 
solution defined by the following values of the arbitrary constants in 

the formulas (3.4) 

hl = a’, h* = AZ, hj = A2 (a does not depend on A) 

Substituting the expansiona (3.7) and (3.10) into the formulas (3.4) 

which for the particular solution under consideration are rewritten in 
the form 
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r2 - ca2 + h (2yly~ - czl - aT”2) = a2, ylz2 + zly2 -/- ry” = kc, 2122 + hy” 2 = h2 (4.1) 

we will have the expressions 

yl(o) = _ c4”) 
fl _ U2 ’ 

p = 0 , cz2(0) = p - .2 

and the relations for obtaining the quantities Yl(l), zl(l), ,g(l) 

yl(‘)z2(o) = - (yl(o)z2(l) + y2mzlw + rg)), 21(1)z2fo) -_ _ (gv _ zl(o)z*(‘)) 

cz2(‘) = 2y1to) y2fo) - a:3(“)’ _ ,zlCO) (4.3) 

Then the equations (3.8), which by means of (4.2) are represented in 
the form 

d?,.‘0’ - ?g = A2 73(O) 
dr 

- r2 ; a2 y2fO) - : @, 
(4.4) 

will be satisfied by the particular solutions 

y2’O’ Ez - 2 r (r2 - a2)“‘2, 72(O) = (r2 - a2ff2 (4.5) c 

To find the quantities y*(l) and ~~(1) let us substitute the rela- 
tions (4.2), (4.3), (4.5) into the equation (3.9) and. making a trans- 
formation of variables according to the formulas 

obtain the system 
(4.6) 

Integrating the last of equations (4.6) we will have 

r = G_ In (r2 -. a2) -i * 
r- - 0% 

+ const 

Substituting this expression into the first equation in (4.6). we 
obtain after integration 

ye- ?_rln(r2-a2)+S1nr-u 
2C 

r+n + ‘PI (4 s = _I_ ( ‘!r’a” -+ c) 
2a c 

Here and in the following formulas qi(r) (i = 1, 2, . . .) designates 
a certain algebraic function of r. Transferring back to the old vari- 
ables, we will have 
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$2 
(iI - _ -. $ r (t” - 17.2)‘~~ In (f-2 - u2) + S (9 - @)“* In ;Fu + Qz ir) 

(4.7) 
j-3(l) = 4 (9 - a2)“e In (rZ - a?) -C 4F3 (r) 

As pointed out above, if the initial system (3.1) has the fourth 

algebraic integral, then the system (3.9) must have the algebraic inte- 

gral (3.12) which is reduced, by means of the relations (4.5) and (4.7). 

to the form 

Here, due to the relation (4.5) and the assumptions made about the 

function F0(y2(‘) , y3(0), r)* the expressions in brackets will be 

algebraic functions of r. The function ln(r 2 - a2) cannot be represented 

[31 as an algebraic function of r and ln!(r - a)/(r f .)I: hence, the 

left-hand side of the expression (4.3) c;tn be an algebraic function of 

r if the expressions in brackets become equal to zero. From here follows 

the condition 

(4.9) 

which must be satisfied for all r, except r = _t a. But, by the property 

of the expression F,(y, (0) 
’ YJ 

(0) , C) the condition (4.9) is not satis- 

fied, which proves that in the case under consideration the existence 

of a general fourth algebraic integral for the system (3.1) or, which is 

the same, for the system (1.1) is impossible. 

As shown in [Sl, in this case the problem does not have a general 

solution, single-valued on the entire plane t. Hence, the necessary and 

sufficient condition for the existence of the fourth independent general 

algebraic integral of the system (1.1) for A = R is the condition 
*- I- 

x0 - y. - 0. 
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